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concept is th upon the
cer reveals its t
power and the as much
to slavery and segrega
brewing for deca and
the state others more
recent dispossessed t
inequality the spatial
segre the systematic
margir in a political
we live is the observed
at the heigh real racist
violence resides the
riot actually risks
obsc teargas and rubber
bullets borders the
army had been beating
of another murder of the
unarme emergency and
deployed the indeterminacy
between democracy and ab
totalitarian ambitions o
gated communities
mushroom the global r new
walls are erec and



detained ev even as o
insists on combin when it
is social the overarching
co departments now
wastes public money wagir
the clock in Ferguson
private property while
the US mili classical
division between p upon
it soldiers and policeme
indistinction between law
and similarities run
deeper than the paradigm
of government in
contemporary polx of what
has been called a global
civil war its very logic
the state of exo who decides

between democracy and ab totalitarian ambitions
o indistinction between law concept is th upon
the private property while cer reveals its t
it soldiers and policeme power and the as much
the clock in Ferguson to slavery and segrega
division between p upon brewing for deca and
wastes public money wagir the state others more
the state of exo who decides recent dispossessed t
co departments now inequality the spatial
civil war its very logic segre the systematic
is social the overarching margir in a political
has been called a global we live is the observed
insists on combin when it at the heigh real racist
contemporary polx of what violence resides the
detained ev even as o riot actually risks of
government in obsc teargas and rubber walls are
erec and bullets borders the deeper than the
paradigm army had been beating gated communities
of another murder of the and similarities run
unarme emergency and mushroom the global r new
deployed the indeterminacy the US mili classical



between democracy and ab totalitarian
ambitions not just a matte form
o indistinction between law concept
is th upon resista is not yet given
the private property while cer
reveals its t and within the given
it soldiers and policeme power
and the as much invocation of
the clock in Ferguson to negation
slavery and segrega have developed
division between p upon brewing
for deca and the process through
wastes public money wagir the
state others more decay between
the state of exo who past and present
decides recent dispossessed t
co departments now inequality the
spatial construction hides compositions
civil war its very logic 3-dimensional
segre the systematic interpretations
is social the overarching margir
in a political fiberglass reference
has been called a global correspondance
we live is the observed performative
insists on combin when it participates
at the heigh real racist migratic
contemporary polx of what violence
resides the dreams are flooded with
detained ev even as o reversed language
habitat riot actually risks of uprooting
government in obsc teargas and civil
rubber walls are voluntary identities
erec and bullets borders the custom
deeper than the disproportions and
paradigm army had been beating our
absurdities unnoticed gated communities
of another murder of the continuation
and similarities run ruins republics
unarme emergency and mushroom the
global r new bureaucratic delusions
deployed the indeterminacy the US
mili classical circles assemble vibrant



spatial construction hides compositions civil war
its very logic 3-dimensional segre the systematic
interpretations is social the overarching margirs
habitat riot actually risks of uprooting in a pol
itical fiberglass reference has been called a glo
government in obsc teargas and civil bal correspo
ndance we live is the observed performative insis
slavery and segrega have developed ts on combin w
hen it participates and the as much invocation of
the clock in Ferguson to negation at the heigh re
al racist migratic contemporary polx of what viol
ence states others more decay between resides the
dreams are flooded with wastes public money wagir
the detained ev even as o reversed language rubbe
r walls are voluntary identities the state of exo
who past and present erec and bullets borders the
custom deeper than the disproportions and decides
recent dispossessed t paradigm army had been beat
ing sour absurdities unnoticed grated communities
of another murder of the continuation and similar
ities run ruins republics co departments now ineq
uality the unarme emergency and mushroom the glob
al r new bureaucratic delusions for decay and the
process through deployed the indeterminacy the US
division between p upon brewing mili classical ci
rcles assemble vibrant it soldiers and policeme p
ower between democracy and reveals its t and with
the private property while cer in the given ab to
talitarian ambitions not just a matte form o indi
stinction between law concept is the upon resista
is not yet given war systemic margins corresponda

it participates and the as much invocation
clock in Ferguson to negation at the heigh
racist migratic contemporary polx of what
states others more decay between resides
are flooded with wastes public money
dispossessed t paradigm army had been
sour absurdities unnoticed grated



deeper than the disproportions and
construction hides compositions civil
very logic 3-dimensional segre the
is social the overarching riot actually
risks of uprooting in a fiberglass
reference has been called a in obsc
teargas and civil bal we live is the
observed performative r new bureaucratic
delusions for decay and private property
while cer in the given ab assemble vibrant
it soldiers and policeme and segrega have
developed ts on combin walls are voluntary
identities the state of another murder of
the continuation and run ruins republics
co departments now the unarme emergency
and mushroom the between law concept is
the upon ambitions not just a matte form
o through deployed the indeterminacy the
between p upon brewing mili classical
between democracy and reveals its t and
not yet given war systemic margins
detained ev even as o reversed language
past and present erec and bullets borders

social the overarching riot
of uprooting into a has bee
n called a in logic 3-dimen
sional segre and civil bail
we live is performative raw
new hides compositions fork
decay and private saucer in
the given abdomen assembles
soldiers and policeme and s
egrega than the disproporti
ons insects on combin walls
are the state of another mu
rder their absurdities unno
ticed continuation and runt
ruins toe paradigm army had



departments now the nouns u
nnamed unarmed flooded with
wastes public mushrooms the
between law concept upon am
bitions not just a matte th
rough deployed the indeterm
inacy others more decay bet
ween pulp upon brewing mili
democracy and reveals its t
yet given war systemic migr
atic contemporary polx of e
ver even as os reversed and
present erec and bullets in
Ferguson to negation at the
participates an the as much

the state of another insects on combing
their absurdities and private saucer gi
ven abdomen and policeme and hides comp
ositions than the continuation and live
is performative toe paradigm army now t
he nouns uprooting into a has called at
an the as the overarching in logic to n
egation at toe toner tones tonic segues
segre and civil contemporary polx of ev
en as os reversed erec and given war sy
stemic bullets unarmed flooded public m
ushrooms law concept upon pulp upon bre
wing and reveals its deployed the not j
ust a matte others more combing g decay



state of another insects once
absurdities and private saucer
abdomen and policeme and hides
than the continuation hand
performative toe paradigm army now
nouns uprooting into a hasp called
them as the overarching in logic to
bullets unarmed flooded public
at toe toner tones tonic sonance
and civil contemporary polx of
gas rose reversed erec and given war
a matte others more combing gash
law concept upon pulp upon
and reveals its deployed the not

miscalculated civil contemporary polx
similarly rose reversed erec and given
egg of another insects once exits
maxims and private saucer entirely
napkins and policeme and hides
abandoned the continuation hand
rules toe paradigm army now decide
hurry matte others more combing gash
plinth concept upon pulp upon itself
volcano reveals its deployed the not
ceremony unarmed flooded public
skin toe toner tones tonic sonance
reinvented uprooting into a hasp called
destruction as the overarching in logic



miscalculated civil contemporary bacteriology
similarly rose reversed erec and tropical
egg of another insects once official use
maxims and private saucer microzymas
napkins and policeme and diseased
abandoned the continuation host-plant
rules toe paradigm army now vegetable
hurry matte others more combing organisms
plinth concept upon pulp upon fermentation
volcano reveals its deployed the morbific
ceremony unarmed flooded employed
skin toe toner tones tonic smallpox
reinvented uprooting into a hasp microbe
destruction as the overarching in anaerobics

anaerobics civil contemporary
microbe rose reversed erec and
smallpox of another insects once
employed and private saucer
morbific and policeme and
fermentation the continuation
organisms toe paradigm army now
bacteriology as the overarching in
vegetable matte others more combing
host-plant concept upon pulp upon
diseased reveals its deployed the
microzymas unarmed flooded
official use toe toner tones tonic
tropical uprooting into a hasp

contemporary uprooting into a
and concept upon pulp
saucer reveals its deployed
hasp civil
tonic rose reversed erec



flooded of another insects
the and private
upon and policeme
combing the
in toe paradigm army
now as the overarching
once unarmed
and use toe toner tones
continuation matte others more

more uprooting into
unarmed reveals its
tones concept upon
overarching
the of another
policeme and
private and
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army rose reversed
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more uprooting into style
unarmed reveals its monk
tones concept upon level
overarching break germ
theme of another striking
policeme and monstrous
private and bludge
insects tonsures
a matte others solid
civil as the soldiers
deployed schools
ereck toe paradigm over
pulp use toe toner clamp
army rose reversed howls

does more uprooting into style
doctor unarmed reveals its monk
what tones concept upon level
of overarching break germ
washed theme of another striking
and policeme and monstrous
Monroe private and bludge
I am insects tonsures
diary a matte others solid
or civil as the soldiers
takes deployed schools
he ereck toe paradigm over
and pulp use toe toner clamp
in army rose reversed howls



woke more uprooting into style
an unarmed reveals its monk
ice cream tones concept upon level
not overarching break germ
said theme of another striking
rhymes policeme and monstrous
stuck private and bludge
you insects tonsures
that a matte others solid
letter civil as the soldiers
king deployed schools
navy ereck toe paradigm over
pretty pulp use toe toner clamp
nautilus army rose reversed howls

pills more uprooting into style
magic unarmed reveals its monk
fluttered tones concept upon level
write overarching break germ
fills theme of another striking
straight man policeme and monstrous
palpitation private and bludge
laughed insects tonsures
fluttered a matte others solid
logic civil as the soldiers
condition deployed schools
bright ereck toe paradigm over
death pulp use toe toner clamp
comedienne army rose reversed howls



fragments more uprooting into style
in unarmed reveals its monk
sky tones concept upon level
growth overarching break germ
him theme of another striking
play policeme and monstrous
incidents private and bludge
hands insects tonsures
architecture a matte others solid
straightened civil as the soldiers
dance deployed schools
night ereck toe paradigm over
tomb pulp use toe toner clamp
frieze army rose reversed howls

howls fragments more uprooting into style
howls in unarmed reveals its monk
howls sky tones concept upon level
howls growth overarching break germ
howls him theme of another striking
howls play policeme and monstrous
howls incidents private and bludge
howls hands insects tonsures
clamp architecture a matte others solid
clamp straightened civil as the soldiers
clamp dance deployed schools
clamp night ereck toe paradigm over
clamp tomb pulp use toe toner clamp
clamp frieze army rose reversed howls



howls clamp more uprooting into style
howls clamp unarmed reveals its monk
howls clamp tones concept upon level
howls clamp overarching break germ
howls clamp theme of another striking
howls clamp policeme and monstrous
howls clamp private and bludge
howls clamp insects tonsures
clamp howls a matte others solid
clamp howls civil as the soldiers
clamp howls deployed schools
clamp howls ereck toe paradigm over
clamp howls pulp use toe toner clamp
clamp howls army rose reversed howls

howls clamp more uprooting into clamp
howls clamp unarmed reveals its howls
howls clamp tones concept upon clamp
howls clamp overarching break howls
howls clamp theme of another clamp
howls clamp policeme and howls
howls clamp private and clamp
howls clamp insects howls
clamp howls a matte others clamp
clamp howls civil as the howls
clamp howls deployed clamp
clamp howls ereck toe paradigm howls
clamp howls pulp use toe toner clamp
clamp howls army rose reversed howls



similar burl more uprooting into clamp
to mow unarmed reveals its howls
wire-torque tones concept upon clamp
responses fleece overarching break howls
working mailbox theme of another clamp
evening wash policeme and howls
saw tooth private and clamp
ear beef insects howls
vehicle ventures a matte others clamp
expert beast civil as the howls
consistent assembling deployed clamp
speckled vultures ereck toe paradigm howls
bone-snares pulp use toe toner clamp
Popeye the army rose reversed howls

similar burl refuse making into clamp
to mow narrative houses its howls
wire-torque fuel stork upon clamp
responses fleece ghost-sonnet howls
working mailbox inclusive disguises clamp
evening wash horse leaves howls
saw tooth typewriters heated clamp
ear beef holy sidearm howls
vehicle ventures a sock poetics clamp
expert beast penguin mule howls
consistent assembling coffin seams clamp
speckled vultures laundry soap howls
bone-snares generative authentic clamp
Popeye the wonder pig tantrum howls



burl refuse making into Popeye
mow narrative houses bone-its
torque fuel stork upon speckled
fleece ghost-sonnet consistent
mailbox inclusive disguises expert
wash horse leaves vehicle
tooth typewriters heated ear
beef holy sidearm saw
ventures a sock poetics evening
beast penguin mule working
assembling coffin seams responses
vultures laundry wire-soap
snares generative authentic to
the wonder pig tantrum similar

burl refuse making into observers
mow narrative houses bone-obscure
torque fuel stork upon answer
fleece ghost-sonnet sunk
mailbox inclusive disguises slumped
wash horse leaves chirp
tooth typewriters heated miracle
beef holy sidearm alive
ventures a sock poetics red
beast penguin mule headlights
assembling coffin seams avenue
vultures laundry wire-word
snares generative authentic pocket
the wonder pig tantrum disorder



Kathleen Fraser (HOWever, Summer 1991)
When one linguistically links the act of making a poem to that hierarchic purpose of winning
and/or maintaining control over chaos with familiar "technology" and methods of "writing
efficiency", one risks courting the clichéd counterpart of this male tradition: "female inadequacy".
Isn't it that very attempt to align oneself with an acknowledged center, to win approved product
status from the representatives of any established center, that throws the marginalized poet into
a condition of fragility and mute chase? Doesn't this return -- to the retrograde embrace of what
Finch calls the "big romantic I" -- undermine self as maker, self as inventing authority? Why
would one choose to be limited by the preordained music of a conventional metric and lineation
when so many breakthrough works of poetry by women and men have engaged the traditional
sonnet, etc., by brilliantly reversing, unhinging andtransfiguring it, happily de-fusing a
single-minded demonstration of a particular law & order script in our lives as writers. [Some
intriguing variants on the uniform production of a traditional "form" are Laura Riding's sonnets,
Bernadette Mayer's very recent Sonnets [from Tender Buttons Press], Alice Notley's When I
Was Alive, [Vehicle Editions], including intentionally female versions of classical French forms,
and Edwin Denby's sonnet sequence "Mediterranean Cities", included with dozens of other
original views of the sonnet in his Collected Poems.]
And what about the pleasure of the text's making as investigation of syntactic and syllabic habit?
That pleasure certainly includes some effort to gain formal control over one's material and inner
chaos in a way that is often quite different than dashed-off notes in a journal. (On the other
hand, "dashed-off notes" is as available as any other, trope for formal acquisition and inclusion
in a work.)

Kathy Acker (HOWever, Summer 1991)
Wanted to be a writer.
Since couldn't find 'her voice', decided she'd first have to learn what a Black Mountain poet
meant by 'his voice'. What did he do when he wrote?
A writer who had found his own voice presented a viewpoint. Created meaning. The writer took
a certain amount of language, verbal material, forced that language to stop radiating in multiple,
even unnumerable directions, to radiate in only one direction so there could be his meaning.
The writer's voice wasn't exactly this meaning. The writer's voice was a process, how he had
forced that language to obey him, his will. The writer's voice is the voice of the writer as God.
Writer thought, don't want to be God; have never wanted to be God. All these male poets want
to be the top poet, as if, since they can't be a dictator in the political realm, can be dictator of this
world.
Want to play. Be left alone to play. Want to be a sailor who journeys at every edge and even into
the unknown. See strange sights, see . . . If had to force language to be uni-directional, I'd be
helping my own prison to be constructed.
There are enough prisons outside, outside language.
Decided, no. Decided that to find her own voice would be negotiating against her joy. That's
what the culture seemed to be trying to tell her to do . . .
Decided that since what she wanted to do was just to write, not to find her own voice, could and
would write by using anyone's voice, anyone's text, whatever materials she wanted to use.



Gift of CDs to The Anti-Business Lounge Library
Fluxus Anthology 2005
The Geraldine Fibbers -- Butch
Jimi Hendrix -- Band of Gypsies
The Be Blank Consort -- Sound Mess
John M. Bennett & Jim Leftwich -- Banging The Stone
Liz Phair -- Exile In Guyville
Patti Smith -- Horses
Sonic Youth -- Goodbye 20th Century
Mahalia Jackson -- Gospels, Spirituals & Hymns (2CDs)
Fela Kuti -- Teacher Don't Teach Me Nonsense
Hank Williams -- The Ultimate Collection
Maher Shalal Hash Baz -- Blues du Jour
Kenji Siratori -- Corpse Mechanism
Frank Sinatra -- Only The Lonely
The Velvet Underground -- Bootleg Series Volume 1, The Quine Tapes
Robert Wyatt -- Mid-Eighties
DJ Spooky -- Under The Influence
Sly & The Family Stone -- Greatest Hits
Elvis Presley -- The Sun Sessions
Woody Guthrie -- Country & Folk Roots

emotions thinking what when took
from changing architecture about
the new languages, wanted to
educate the countenance of refuse.
what pronoun would be as raw
as the applied directions of low
theory? disappeared back into the
cartography of toilets, America
The Situationists revealed, the
proto-synthetic production of
metaphorical labor. where do I
find the semio-somatic sex-gender
industrial complex? mapping is
about fucking. celebration sparkles.



plagiarist thinking what when took
capital changing architecture about
states new languages, wanted to
senator the countenance of refuse.
prohibiting pronoun would be as raw
fiscal the applied directions of low
promotion? disappeared back into the
religion of toilets, America
Indecent Situationists revealed, the
sadomasochistic production of
individual labor. where do I
denigrate the semio-somatic sex-gender
adherents complex? mapping is
group fucking. celebration sparkles.

plagiarist thinking what perspective
capital changing architecture polemic
states new languages, wanted utopian
senator the countenance of poetics.
prohibiting pronoun would capitalist
fiscal the applied directions market
promotion? disappeared laziness bed
religion of toilets, productivity
Indecent Situationists model, past
sadomasochistic production once social
individual labor. where red curators
denigrate the semio-somatic information
adherents complex? mapping dictates
group fucking. celebration circles.



plagiarist but it is not perspective
capital such as that which polemic
states on behalf of self-utopian
senator copied praxis poetics.
prohibiting contrary settings capitalist
fiscal the fixed piracy market
promotion? hid the foam-books
religion shamelessly productivity
Indecent populate methods past
sadomasochistic standards moves trash
individual labor. preface stories dawn
denigrate the appropriated trouble
adherents complex? storybook indicates
group fucking. not quite o ago.
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self or the fragile
unimportant balance duringgg
configurations history unexpected
spoon-fed storage sensit
inspiring fragile balancce
cohort nomadic fra
community sensit history du
liberate the balance egggg
gym clothes contem idd
ffunky Scandanavia
shines joined Florida needs
diaphanous spefic on stateme
spice specif Florida att
paradise contem the gille
better lawn fragile stora
wars history floor or or

self or the blurt
unimportant balance privacy
configurations history betrayal
spoon-fed storage wonder
inspiring fragile gang
cohort nomadic handle
community sensit history wanted you
liberate the balance depends
gym clothes contem beautiful
ffunky relationship
shines joined Florida sexual
diaphanous spefic on years
spice specif Florida narrative
paradise contem the finished
better lawn fragile collected
wars history floor or sweat



self or the blurt being being
unimportant balance privacy partial
configurations history betrayal role role
spoon-fed storage wonder submissive
inspiring fragile gang shown shown
cohort nomadic handle robot robot robot
community sensit history wanted you asserts
liberate the balance depends enough enough
gym clothes contem beautiful reader
ffunky relationship vision vision
shines joined Florida sexual amidst
diaphanous spefic on years senseless senseless
spice specif Florida narrative intriguing
paradise contem the finished much
better lawn fragile collected is is is
wars history floor or sweat dismissive
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trayal paradise gym err role role
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is future narrative
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handle ro dismis drug
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shown shown better is w diaph
vis is configurations history



wonder submis concussion eating
inspirin is cluttered eating
or the blurt being eating
enough shines j eating
is future eating
liberate the eating
earlier eating
ffunky eating
adequate sensit eating
you asser code spoon-eating
floor or sweat eating
handle ro dismis eating
spice specif Flor eating
on years eating
contem the eating
clothes contem eating
sexual amidst robot eating
empire paradise gym err eating
shown shown better is w eating
vis is configurations eating

wonder submis concussion eating
wonder is cluttered eating
wonder the blurt being eating
wonder shines j eating
wonder future eating
wonder the eating
wonder eating
wonder eating
wonder sensit eating
wonder asser code spoon-eating
wonder or sweat eating
wonder ro dismis eating
wonder specif Flor eating
wonder years eating
wonder the eating
wonder contem eating
wonder amidst robot eating
wonder paradise gym err eating
wonder shown better is w eating
wonder is configurations eating
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chin wake complicat fa pathogex
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two sides of the serial body
economic have emergence of
grown meltdown vocabularies
subjectively coupled contamination
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otlines paranoia onalist destruct
ion actocities the dust grammar g
estalt pidemic xplorations causal
econo tongue glue golden bionic e
nergy identifying nade patrol sco
rching billion cat fa patho makes
hift jetsam two sid fugue kitchen
chin wake empty fang helot lences
seasonal utions bete tak pro-demo
cradte flotsam mic have emergence

cradlete reasonal schine
shift heft arching reach



from YouTube
for The Anti-Business Lounge:
Captain Beefheart & The Magic Band

The Shiny Beast Sessions
Lick My Decals Off Baby
The Legendary A&M Sessions
Live In London 1974
Trout Mask Replica
Ice Cream For Crow
Safe As Milk
The Spotlight Kid
Clear Spot
Bat Chain Puller
Bluejeans and Moonbeams
The Plain Brown Wrapper Sessions
The Spotlight Kid Outtakes
Strictly Personal
Live At My Father's Place 11.18.1978
The Alternate Decals
The Mirror Man Sessions
Doc At The Radar Station
Live at the Festival Actuel, Amougies Belgium, 10.28.1969
Live at the Pepperland Ballroom, San Rafael, CA 09.18.1970
Unconditionally Guaranteed
Live at Rotter's Club Liverpool, England, 10.29.1980
John Peel's Beefheart Documentary
Meatball Fulton Interview 07.20.1969
Co De Kloet Interview 07.23.1993
Live at the Town Hall, NYC 10.28.1972
Bob Chorush Intrview March 1971
Clear Spot Instrumentals
Lick My Decals Off Baby Instrumentals
Live at Ludlow's Garage, Cincinnati, OH 01.19.1971
Shiny Beast Demos
Shiny Beast Demos Part 2
Live at the Knebworth Festival 07.05.1975
German TV 1972
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San Francisco and the future camera d
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nal ambivalent alluvial valence chaos
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Raoul Vaneigem, from The Revolution of Everyday Life (1967)
To the extent that automation and cybernetics foreshadow the massive
replacement of workers by mechanical slaves, forced labour is
revealed as belonging purely to the barbaric practices needed to
maintain order. Thus power manufactures the dose of fatigue necessary
for the passive assimilation of its televised diktats. What carrot is
worth working for, after this? The game is up; there is nothing to
lose anymore, not even an illusion. The organization of work and the
organization of leisure are the blades of the castrating shears whose
job is to improve the race of fawning dogs. One day, will we see
strikers, demanding automation and a ten-hour week, choosing, instead
of picketing, to make love in the factories, the offices and the
culture centres? Only the planners, the managers, the union bosses
and the sociologists would be surprised and worried. Not without
reason; after all, their skin is at stake.
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Andrei Oisteanu
In 1920, Tristan Tzara published a Manifesto on the weak love and on the bitter love, which
contains the famous recipe How to Make a Dadaist Poem by using scissors and a bag out of
which one draws at random the words cut from a newspaper. Similarly to a block of stone which
incorporates the perfect statue to be found by the sculpturer, in the newspaper there is the
perfect poem and the poet – helped by hazard – has but to find it . „Here you are an infinitely
original writer with a charming sensitivity, although not understood by common people”
concludes Tzara. The idea proved to be so outstanding and the visual impact of such a poem so
powerful, that André Breton himself – not quoting Tzara – adopted the formula later on, in 1924,
in his First Manifesto of Surrealism. Talking about the possible tradition from which the
Romanian avant-garde has drawn on, it must be said that this „dadaist” technique avant la lettre
was invented by a Romanian writer almost a century before. The playwright Matei Millo has
staged in Iaşi, in 1835 (and published in 1850), the play A Romantic Poet (Un poet romantic).
While satirizing the poets, who write poems „lacking any meaning”, the author provides the
young romantic poet with the following „method for making verses”: „For verses I have a method
to write hundreds of them even while sleeping, / I take a hat, shove some letters in, about a
handful ... and more, / Shake it well ... and on the table, fresh and warm, quickly I cast them.”
The question is, whether Tristan Tzara did or not know this literary text from 1835. We will never
know it, I presume.

Stefan Roll (1924)
The PICTOPOETRY is the state-of-the-art of the present poetry. The pictopoetry revives all the
revealing trends of art nouveau. The PICTOPOETRY, finally realises a true synthesis of
futurisms, dadaisms, constructivisms. The most remote attitudes find themselves universally
fertilized within the pictopoetic movement, words and colours acquire a new sonority, the
sensation does not wane, on the contrary. PICTOPOETRY TRIUMPHS OVER EVERYTHING,
RECORDS EVERYTHING, ACHIEVES THE IMPOSSIBLE.

Ilarie Voronca (1925)
The word in literature, similarly to the colour or the line drawn in painting, fulfill an abstract role,
superior to its meaning from the grammar and logical point of view. The verb, when used purely,
comparaby to the materials in the visual constructions acquire a signification which is not to be
found in the dictionary. The word dancer, unchained was to leap from the lines, to break the
phrase like a coconut.



Andrei Oisteanu
On the first page of the Urmuz magazine (no.4/1928) an anthropomorphic poem has been
printed (Icon Madrigal), and three more visual poems on the third page (Spiders), all composed
by the poet Al. Tudor-Miu (1901-1961) from Câmpina, and they were dedicated to the singer
Josephine Baker. „I believe these were the most interesting things to appear in the Urmuz
magazine, being also the most original ideas of Tudor Miu”, as would Geo Bogza write in 1973,
stating his conviction that these visual poems by Tudor Miu were the result of a personal
„invention”, as at that time the author was not yet aware of Appolinaire’s Caligrammes.
Although, Geo Bogza himself had published in the same period poems containing visual
elements, and in spite of considering Voronca’s and Brauner’s pictopoetry as „a gesture meant
to render the bourgeois mind indignant, lighting, at the same time, a bulb in the universe!” –
almost half a century later, his attitude towards the calligrams, for example, will become a mere
tolerant one: „I do not think that the verses aligned in such a manner represent a great asset for
poetry, however, they are a game the fantasy of a poet can indulge in, with results both
surprising and delicate.”

Andrei Oisteanu
As a rule, the date of birth of Lettrism is considered by the literary critics, to be 1947, when a
manifesto-book signed by Isidore Isou appears in Paris under the title Introduction à une
nouvelle poésie. Isou takes up again and pushes to the limits the work of deconstruction of the
poetical language. He not only proposes „the freedom of the stanza within the poem” (as
Verlaine and Rimbaud), or the freedom of the verse within the stanza (as Gustav Kahn), and not
even just „the freedom of each word within the line” (as Appolinaire), but the liberation of the
letter from under the tyranny of the word. In other words, he proposes the fission of
molecule-word in its undivisable parts, the atom-letters, in order to restore their intrinsic poetic
value, in itself, and in order to let free in this way a presumptive huge „atomic” energy. At the
time of the elaboration of the „manifesto of the lettrist poetry” (1942), Isidore Isou declared that
„Lettrism is not a poetry school, but a solitary attitude. At this very moment: Lettrism = ISIDORE
ISOU. Isou awaits his continuators in poetry”31. And they did not cease to arrive, creating a
powerful trend influencing the subsequent evolution of the various forms of concrete,
experimantal and visual poetry. Although the Introduction à une nouvelle poésie appeared in
1947, according to a note of the author contained in a „Warning” Isou wrote the book in the
period of 1942-1944 and „Le manifeste de la poésie lettriste” which opens the volume is dated
1942.
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ACT EIGHT THOUSAND TWO HUNDRED TWENTY SIX

blood very school: "barrier Iraq also"
linking moon aspen: "very independent extremist"
dumb cheese legion: "much Syria one"
vampire soup canker: "unwanted before condemned"
lizard pork modulate: "compared recent the"
cracker sink crocodile: "descend happening Mediterranean"
smile onion blasted: "lands era of"
hospital comrade arc: "Israeli regime stem"
octopus scarf vomit: "brand horrible middle"
pepper ocean tramp: "state region enclaves"
trophy cannon dollar: "guide usual sanctions"
corn freedom sunk: "lethal which unspeakable."

ACT EIGHT THOUSAND TWO HUNDRED TWENTY SEVEN

woman cobra askance: "report much small"
helicopter cancer arrears: "ago index epochs"
portion trophy libido: "anthropocene previous the"
cinquefoil rainbow turd: "plains will ecosystems"
lotion reindeer sonneteer: "the change the"
whiskey porn unction: "designed the eighty"
unicorn cunt fiction: "Greek ago center"
hacksaw gecko timetable: "remote after imperial"
pork apostrophe allowance: "fate Egypt others"
lips bowling incessant: "ground who dinosaurs"
strategy others dossiers: "rate physical epoch"
medicine infants copper: "over innundate loss."



ACT EIGHT THOUSAND TWO HUNDRED TWENTY EIGHT

things months years: "where most foundation"
building custom morning: "are some of"
tempered station sentenced: "steel endowed united"
people legends seeping: "among maintenance and"
follows writer crimes: "road imperial replace"
riches critical just: "corporate kites legally"
powerful honk landscape: "twentieth century memory"
resides knows action: "history capital unwavering"
salacious through grows: "flexible tradition harsh"
fairy immersive impulses: "that two working"
complicate chill title: "funded policy markets"
threadbare character save: "by themselves blur."

ACT EIGHT THOUSAND TWO HUNDRED TWENTY NINE

survival canker summary: "those and public"
age who aftermath: "over agriculture admits"
fully town alarm: "a miniscule cultural"
need circumstances nod: "total assault on"
fate heartbreaking table: "unaccountable legal idea"
should young storytelling: "workers suggested fierce"
prostitution parents including: "bought steering included"
sway appeal absentee: "support later most"
punches killed remember: "corporate overseas largesse"
supporting relevance might: "faded between work"
lonely becomes greatest: "over education would"
effects known gripping: "what into who."



ACT EIGHT THOUSAND TWO HUNDRED THIRTY

dollar suck suffering: "institute institute with"
caper summon refuses: "the commission between"
wife exhausting inequality: "private the the"
imperious inadequate bleed: "currency shell about"
compromise immediate chill: "theories in overlap"
teenage ransom chick: "chess on chessboard"
novel consoles published: "that coercing given"
difficult pay divorce: "are senior the"
sadistically futon tribune: "elites group managing"
polemics bacon heartfelt: "China and India"
glimpse mercilessly recollections: "Europe and Japan"
attack breathe possible: "enduring the adviser."

ACT EIGHT THOUSAND TWO HUNDRED THIRTY ONE

reflecting glass looking: "school note two"
floating bear bordered: "corporate debt grip"
death of hippie: "to many their"
carrying a coffin: "permanently working of"
buena vista park: "loans the national"
the hawkline monster: "in radical consumption"
son of media: "department store grants"
the dissolving fabric: "millions grassroots the"
according to folklorists: "note over daily"
jack spicer larry: "hundreds of always"
eigner phillip lamantia: "with brought when"
calligraphic and typographic: "trickled their running."
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dementia larkspur signatory: "reflecting floating death"
noun verb rhinoceros: "carrying the sun"
wigwam lazy noose: "glass bear of"
sunshine monody birdbath: "park hawk media"
luck juice rancor: "dissolving to looking"
cloudburst arrowhead shoeshine: "bordered hippie coffin"
is as was: "park monster media"
timber zipper clarinet: "fabric the sun"
porch allocate nuke: "the carrying death"
your current options: "floating reflecting hawk"
tasks swindle syllable: "park coffin hippie"
quarterly coleslaw auctioneer: "bear glass bordered."
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depths? impactinque the new appears
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rearview mirror, might be dangerous
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unfold like lightning at the bus
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costumes, slim-to-none, mountainous
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Matt Ames shared a link.

September 2
Music starts 1:00 in, it's like the Sex Pistols happened here:
The Screamers - 122 Hours Of Fear (Live at the Target)
Live at Target, included on Screamers DVD. www.synthysteria.org
LikeLike ·  · Share

Beth Deel and 2 others like this.
Jim Leftwich https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fMB3yekq4u0
The Screamers Live At The Mab, San Francisco 1979
September 2 at 4:06pm · Like · Remove Preview
Matt Ames Just watched some of that, great band!
Did you see them?
September 2 at 4:22pm · Like
Jim Leftwich 35 years ago, very drunk, with Ralph, i think, but it's hard to say with any certainty
exactly who we saw
September 2 at 4:26pm · Like
Ralph Eaton We could have been at this show. I can't remember either. We saw a lot of bands
at the Mabuhay. I remember some specific shows and bands, and others I don't remember
details. Many nights we just went there for something to do, not knowing or even caring about
who was playing.
September 2 at 6:54pm · Like
Matt Ames I guess too a band like the Screamers were kinda famous after the fact, so it's not
like you guys would have been, "Oh man the Screamers! I can't believe we're watching the
Screamers, who will one day become semi-famous because of an "Internet"."
September 2 at 7:35pm · Like · 1
Ralph Eaton There were the "usual suspects", that you knew would be good, and you would go
because they were playing. The Screamers would be one of those bands. And then there were
just loads of others, and they might be great, or maybe not so great. Lots of SF punk shows
archived here …
https://www.youtube.com/user/vampirrecs/videos
vampirrecs
www.youtube.com
September 2 at 9:10pm · Like
Miles Ingram Don't forget about The Weirdos!
September 2 at 9:47pm · Edited · Like
Jim Leftwich i worked a few blocks from there for a few months early in 79. ralph and i went
there together a lot, and i went by myself a lot too. i would just go by after work, just because i
liked being there, it didn't make any difference at all who was playing. the environment was
always great, and whoever was playing was part of that. bands that couldn't play at all were still
great at enhancing the chaotic energy. i wanted that energy, and the Dickheads could provide it
as well as the Dead Kennedys could.



September 2 at 11:39pm · Like
Ralph Eaton Yep, exactly. It didn't matter if the bands were good or bad, your ears would be
ringing just the same. It was very loud. It was always a fun scene. You could do just about
anything there, and not get thrown out. The owner, Dirk Dirksen was hilarious, and would insult
the crowd to get people worked up.

http://oldpunkflyers.tumblr.com/mabuhaygardens
Old Punk Flyers - Mabuhay Gardens
oldpunkflyers.tumblr.com
The Mabuhay Gardens 2The Mabuhay Gardens was a San Francisco nightclub located a... See
More
September 3 at 8:06am · Like
Matt Ames I'd never listened to the Screamers or the Minutemen until this year. I prefer the
Screamers.
September 3 at 7:06pm · Like
Jim Leftwich i liked the Minutemen a lot, still do. i saw them with Chris Bidle just before D. Boon
died, at the I-Beam on Haight Street. i think the show is up at the internet archive.
September 3 at 7:13pm · Like · 1
Keith A. Buchholz Matt .. if you haven't seen it, you should watch "we Jam Econo" great
minutemen doc.
September 4 at 1:43pm · Unlike · 1
Miles Ingram Avengers, the Nuns, so many other Bay Area bands.... I did (meaning booked
bands in Cincinnati and Gainesville & Tampa) shows with a lot of those early bands. Later, more
with Husker Du, Black Flag, Firehose,etc....... I HAD SO MUCH FUN, as best as I recall. Ha!
September 4 at 4:02pm · Unlike · 1

CHRIS KRAUS - "While Acker’s work has retained its underground cred
during the seventeen years since her death, it’s only recently that
her work has been embraced as a powerful influence on a new
generation of (mostly female) contemporary writers. Her appropriating
compositional style prefigures the oft-debated narrative strategies
of writers whose recent novels are littered with emails, transcribed
conversations, text messages, found conversations, and diary entries
(as if a disjunctive narrative style had never been used before the
advent of digital media)."
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